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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Su_e_zAvboimdrBYk4YFY1hp-Bo29qZi?usp=sharingQUESTION 1320A small office

owner has asked a technician to ensure all users in the office have the ability to access the wireless network but that the network is

not accessible outside the building. Which of the following should the technician recommend? (Choose two.)A.    Change the static

IP addressesB.    Change the antenna placementC.    Change the default SSIDD.    Change the radio power levelE.    Change the

encryption typeF.    Change the content filtering settingsAnswer: BDQUESTION 1321A technician for an enterprise company is

determining the best method to keep the organization's Windows PCs up to date with OS security patches. Which of the following

options would be MOST appropriate to deploy?A.    Invest in a server solution to deploy virtual hosted desktops for all usersB.   

Enable Windows updates to be installed manually by usersC.    Validate OS security patches in a test environment before pushing

them to user machinesD.    Outsource OS security patch management to a third-party solution providerAnswer: CQUESTION 1322

A user who is running Windows XP calls a technician to upgrade the computer to a newer Windows OS. The user states the

computer has only 1GB of RAM and 16GB of hard drive space with a 1.7GHz processor. Which of the following Oss should the

technician recommend to ensure the BEST performance on this computer?A.    Windows 7B.    Windows 8C.    Windows 8.1D.   

Windows 10Answer: AQUESTION 1323A technician is troubleshooting an application install on a Linux PC and cannot install the

application. Which of the following would be the BEST tool for the technician to use to install the application?A.    pwdB.    suC.   

sudoD.    lsE.    sfcAnswer: CQUESTION 1324The network administrator is investigating latency on a WiFi network. The

administrator discovers a number of unidentified devices connected and wishes to limit access to only authorized users. Which of the

following will BEST meet the requirement?A.    Assign static IP addressesB.    Enable MAC filteringC.    Disable SSID broadcastD.

   Limit the DHCP scopeAnswer: BQUESTION 1325A user has changed the MAC address of a laptop to gain access to a network.

This is an instance of:A.    spoofingB.    brute forceC.    man-in-the-middleD.    a botnetAnswer: AQUESTION 1326Which of the

following is the MAIN reason that corporate policies protect access to PII?A.    To protect proprietary company dataB.    To reduce

the likelihood of identity theftC.    To maintain the integrity of knowledge management systemsD.    To limit access to those who

"need to know"Answer: BQUESTION 1327A technician performs an in-place upgrade from Windows 7 to 8.1. After the upgrade is

complete, a user reports that a frequently used file will not open. Instead, the user is prompted to search the Windows Store for an

appropriate program to open the file. Which of the following should the technician do FIRST?A.    Install the most recent Windows

updatesB.    Verify the USMT worked properlyC.    Reconfigure the default program for the file typeD.    Perform System RestoreE. 

  Reinstall the program that is usually used to open the fileAnswer: AQUESTION 1328A technician is working on a computer when

the PC suddenly experiences a blue screen and restarts before the technician can note the error message. The computer boots up

normally, and the technician now wants to know which error message was displayed. Which of the following should the technician

use to help troubleshoot the issue?A.    sfcB.    msconfigC.    regedit32D.    eventvwrE.    msinfo32Answer: DQUESTION 1329An

administrator needs to create a new folder on a Windows PC. Which of the following commands should the administrator use?A.   

cdB.    mdC.    scD.    ftpE.    mkdirAnswer: EQUESTION 1330A home user reports the PC is running slow, and pop-up

advertisements are appearing on screen. The user can access the Internet and performs an antivirus scan. A technician is now

troubleshooting the problem and cannot update the antivirus to the latest definitions or navigate to the vendor's support website.

Which of the following is the BEST next step to resolve this issue?A.    Uninstall the antivirus program and apply operating system

patchesB.    Utilize a different antivirus program and scan methodC.    Format and reinstallD.    Reinstall the antivirus program from

a shared executableAnswer: B!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2018 Latest 220-902 Exam Dumps (VCE & PDF) 1390Q&As
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